
Oh, that Ishmael might live before You! 
Genesis 17:17-22 (NKJV) 17 Then Abraham fell on his face and laughed<H6711>, and said in his heart, 
“Shall a child be born to a man who is one hundred years old? And shall Sarah, who is ninety years old, 
bear a child?” 18 And Abraham said to God, “Oh, that<H3863> Ishmael might live before<H6440> 
You!” 19 Then God said: “No, Sarah your wife shall bear you a son, and you shall call his name 
Isaac<H3327>; I will establish{ֲהִקמִֹתי}<H6965>/LXX{στήσω}<G2476> My covenant with him for 
an everlasting covenant, and with his descendants<H2233> after him. 

(CEN-BC) CrossEyedNed’s Bible Commentary: Gen 17:18-19 
20190720 
To live and walk (Gen 17:1) before the face of  God is only possible when El Shaddai makes Himself  
known in the heart resulting in a subsequent death (to one’s own knowledge and understanding) that has 
taken place in the heart i.e. “not I, but Christ Who lives.” (This can be seen in the name change of  a 
believer i.e. Abram / Abraham, and Jacob / Israel). 

See Note on Gen 17:1 

(CEN-BC) CrossEyedNed’s Bible Commentary: Gen 17:1 
20190720 
Only one, whose heart is directed and turned unto The Lord (and El Shaddai has been revealed) can 
walk before The Face of  God. This is serving The Purpose of  The Lord in one’s generation. 

See Note on Gen 16:12. 

(CEN-BC) CrossEyedNed’s Bible Commentary: Gen 16:12 
20190720 
When The Foundation, El Shaddai, has not yet been revealed in a believer’s heart (thus resulting in a 
true knowledge of  the work of  the cross where there is the knowledge “not I, but Christ Who lives” 
that the heart is submitted unto), then it is only the “wild ass” that is before the face of  the heart. 
Ishmael: our best thought that we consider to be The Will of  God/for God. 

The heart is ignorant of  (and therefore disobedient to) The Purpose of  The House, and thus cannot 
serve The Purpose of  The Lord in its generation. 

(HMT-W4) Groves-Wheeler Westminster Heb Morphology: Gen 17:19 “establish”  H6965  קּום  
[HMT-W4]  י Verb hif ֲהִקמִֹת֨  perf  1 com sing consec  to arise, stand (Predicate) 

(HMT-W4) Groves-Wheeler Westminster Heb Morphology: Gen 17:19 “descendants”  H2233  זֶַרע  
[HMT-W4]  זְַרע Noun comm masc sing constr  seed (Complement) 
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I will Establish My Everlasting Covenant 
Biblical Aramaic Glossary: “establish”  <H6965> 
	קום to arise, stand, endure 

(TWOT) Theological Wordbook of  The Old Testament: “establish”  <H6965> קּום 
… 

	 The verb קּום appears in many and varied contexts. Basically, it denotes rising up from a prostrate 
position (e.g. Josh 3:16). …Our word has a legal usage whereby it connotes the validity of  one’s testimony 
in a trial (Deut 19:15). A related usage is the sense of  the valid transfer of  property (Gen 23:17). Perhaps, 
God reflects on this legal sense in his statements that his word shall stand (Num 23:19; Isa 40:8; etc.). This 
usage often occurs in contexts referring to covenants, and especially the divine covenant. God announces 
his covenant to men (Gen 9:11), and asserts that he will see that it is accomplished (17:19). He notes at 
various historical moments that he has established (frequently a Hiphil of  … .his covenant (Ex 6:4) (קּום 

Online Bible Hebrew Lexicon: “establish” <H6965> 
 quwm koom קום 06965
1) to rise, arise, stand, rise up, stand up 
   1e) (Hiphil) 
       1e1) to cause to arise, raise 
       1e2) to raise, set up, erect, build 
       1e3) to raise up, bring on the scene 
       1e4) to raise up, rouse, stir up, investigate 
       1e5) to raise up, constitute 
       1e6) to cause to stand, set, station, establish 
       1e7) to make binding 
       1e8) to carry out, give effect to 

Vine’s Complete Expository Dictionary of  OT Words: “establish” <H6965> 
Arise 
A. Verb. 
qum (קום, H6965), "to arise, stand up, come about." This word occurs in nearly every Semitic language, 
including biblical Hebrew and Aramaic. It occurs about 630 times in Biblical Hebrew and 39 times in 
biblical Aramaic. 

It may denote any movement to an erect position, such as getting up out of  a bed (Gen 19:33), or it can 
be used as the opposite of  sitting or kneeling, as when Abraham "stood up from before his dead" (Gen 
23:3). It can also refer to the result of  arising, as when Joseph saw his sheaf  arise and remain erect (Gen 
37:7). 
… 
Qum may also be used very much like `amad to indicate the continuation of  something—e.g., "Thy 
kingdom shall not continue" (1Sa 13:14). Sometimes it indicates validity, as when a woman's vow shall 
not "stand" (be valid) if  her father forbids it (Num 30:5). Also see Deu 19:15, which states that a matter 
may be "confirmed" only by the testimony of  two or more witnesses. In some passages, qum means 
"immovable"; so Eli's eyes were "set" (1Sa 4:15).
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